
*additional fees apply

YOUR AT-HOME CURRICULUM HAS ARRIVED.

EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM:
The curriculum is uniquely designed to support  
children ages 1 – 3. Lesson Plans can be easily  
modified to support ages 4 and 5 to address each  
center’s demographics.

Themes are INTERCHANGEABLE! Educators can move 
from one theme to the next when following the scope 
and sequence.

Fidelity implementation is three days a week to allow 
educators the resources to accurately plan, measure 
success, intervene, and add in their own flair.

STREAM is integrated into each play-focused  
lesson plan to increase rigor and enhance kindergarten 
readiness.

Aligned to Head Start and State Standards.

Cost-effective reusable 11” x13” Lesson Plans (Erasable).
• Implementation instructions
• Professional development strategies
• Classroom modification  

tips (special needs)

CURRICULUM CONTENTS:
Integration of Social/
Emotional Development, 
Diversity Strategies, & ACEs 

20 wholistic, interchangable 
Lesson Plans 

20 Small Group Activities

15 Transition &  
Connection Activities

Robust Vocabulary -  
Sign Language Integration

Apps for Educators 

Built-in Educator Tracking

Assessment Strategies  
and Tools 

22 STREAM Cards  
(Science, Technology, Reading, 
Engineering, Art, Math)

Engaging Music CDs

Apps and Games for Families

18 Books - English & Spanish

Subscription Kits Available for 
Educators and Families 

*

YOUR NEW CURRICULUM IS ONLY $1,150!
EMAIL: HELLO@CURIOUSELEPHANT.ORG TO PREORDER.



MEET THE FOUNDER + LEAD AUTHOR:
As an expert in early childhood education 
and consulting, I became acutely aware of 
the challenges educators face when trying to 
implement multiple instructional tools into their 
environment. I saw firsthand the need to meet 
early childhood learning standards, address 
social and emotional competencies, infuse 
technology, enhance literacy and language, and 
build educators’ capacity as they impact the vital 
components in early development and future 
learning. Hence the birth of Curious Elephant, a 
developmentally appropriate and affordable early 
childhood educational curriculum for both children 
and educators.

Curious Elephant is a dynamic 44-week curriculum 
that focuses on wholistic, brain-based STREAM 
(Science, Technology, Reading, Engineering, Art, 
Math) learning in and out of the classroom.  

EMAIL HELLO@CURIOUSELEPHANT.ORG FOR MORE DETAILS! | TOGETHERWECANCONSULTANTS.COM

The Curious Elephant curriculum also includes 
monthly professional development and educator 
implementation strategies. You will also have 
access to discounts to quarterly and annual 
conferences. In addition, we offer one-of-a-kind 
training support via YouTube. YouTube support 
videos are available for both educators, children, 
and their families.

EDUCATOR SUPPORT:
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The curriculum is designed for intentional 
implementation - three days a week, with  
supporting STREAM activites the remaining two days. 
Curious Elephant offers the flexibility of moving from  
one theme to another via interchangeable lesson 
plans while still maintaining a rigorous play-based 
environment. 

If high-quality early education practices are your aim, 
this easy to implement curriculum is for you. Our lesson 
plans are inclusive! We address diversity, advocate for 
social-emotional health, and incorporate special  
needs modifications.

Together We Can!

Dr. Rena
Dr. Arnita Rena Hall
Ed.D | Early Childhood

WE ARE DEVELOPING CRITICAL 
THINKERS WHO WILL BUILD 
SUSTAINABLE, BEAUTIFUL,  
AND HEALTHY FUTURES. 


